
A unique experience
for experts of the kitchen.

IKONICO



Silko’s synergy of technology, design and flexibility has its fullest 
expression in the one-piece hygienic top, giving rise to endless 
combinations of equipment, finishes and colours.

This customisation makes each kitchen unique to the customer’s taste 
and needs, transforming their working environment into a work of art that 
reflects their identity and creativity. 



THE PROFESSIONAL 
KITCHEN 
WITH A 
ONE-PIECE 
WORKTOP

A customised kitchen that combines the 
modular elements with the design of a 
seamless top for the ultimate expression 
of creativity.

The single top guarantees a high level of 
hygiene, thanks to easy and quick cleaning in 
full compliance with hygiene regulations.

Modular soul, unique essence

Hygiene and safety



COMPOSE 
YOUR KITCHEN
4 Steps to make your unique piece

Functions
The cooking elements of both the gas and electric Essence 700 and 900 modular line can 
be applied according to your needs. The functions can be welded to the worktop, drop-in 
flush mounted, or free-standing.

Create your own aesthetic
The cooking island can be bridge-style, with a bolder, squared design, it can follow the 
iconic and elegant Essence aesthetic, or it can have the softer lines of rounded edges. 
The side panel can feature the standard equipment, the Essence aesthetic or have a 
square edge.

Define your top
The top made of 304 stainless steel, with a thickness of 20/10 or 30/10, can be customised 
by choosing between two types of available finishes: satin (Scotch Brite) or orbital, with the 
possibility of creating mirror-polished details.

Combine the accessories
Over 20 accessories are available for configuring the cooking island according to your 
needs. They include a pot rack, salamander grill with its own shelf, taps, a handrail and 
much more.
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Our layout team will give you the best advice to design 
the project that best suits your needs, creating a kitchen 
that can adapt to any environment, optimise work 
processes and limit the chef’s movements.

PROJECT 
MADE TO 
MEASURE

IKONICO
Ikonico represents the totally customisable kitchen 
block, tailor-made for the customer, from functions to 
finishes, worktop and accessories. 
To best suit the available space, the kitchen can also be 
configured in colour, with a choice of all RAL variants.
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